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From EU policy to national reality:
Developing and executing national longterm renovation strategies
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SESSION 1
Introduction to Member States’ role in the
EU agenda: national long-term renovation
strategies
Gaspard Demur, Team Leader for National Renovation Strategies and
Recovery, DG Energy, European Commission
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Renovation Wave
The European
Green Deal

Webinar EUCanada
Pathways to 2050
#EUGreenDeal

20 April 2021

I want the NextGeneration EU to
kick start a European renovation
wave and make our Union a
leader in the circular economy.
President von der Leyen
State of the Union speech,
2020

COVID-19
Buildings: in the centre for our lives
For millions of Europeans, the home has been the focal point of daily life: an
office for those teleworking, a classroom for children and pupils, a hub for online
shopping or entertainment
• Investing in buildings can inject a much-needed stimulus
into the construction sector and the macro-economy
• The Renovation Wave can trigger a large-scale
transformation of our cities and built environment

Building Renovation for Climate Neutrality and
Recovery
The building sector is one of the largest energy consumers in
Europe, responsible for more than one third of the EU's energyrelated emissions.
Effective actions are crucial to make Europe climate-neutral as:
• Only 1% of buildings undergo energy efficient renovation every
year
• Roughly 75% of the building stock is energy inefficient
• Almost 85-95% of today’s buildings will still be in use in 2050
Therefore, by 2030:
• 35 million buildings could be renovated and
• Additional green jobs created in the construction sector

The Renovation wave
Greening our buildings faster, Creating jobs, Improving
lives
On 14 October 2020, the European
Commission presented its Renovation Wave
Strategy. The Commission aims to at least:
• double renovation rates in the next ten
years;
• make sure renovations lead to higher
energy and resource efficiency.
This will enhance the quality of life for people
living in and using the buildings, reduce
Europe's greenhouse gas emissions, foster
digitalisation and improve the reuse and
recycling of materials.

https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-195844

Making Europe’s Buildings Remarkably Different
Decarbonisation of heating and cooling
Tackling energy poverty and worst-performing
buildings
Renovation of public buildings and social infrastructure
such as schools, hospitals and administrative buildings

A set of policy measures, funding tools and technical
assistance instruments to break down of existing barriers
throughout the renovation chain – from the conception of a
project to its funding and completion

Fast and Accessible Renovation for Better Buildings
Stronger regulations, standards and information on the energy
performance of buildings, for example:
• A phased introduction of mandatory minimum energy performance
standards for existing buildings
• Updated rules for Energy Performance Certificates
• Possible extension of building renovation requirements for the public
sector
Accessible and well-targeted funding, for example:
• ‘Renovate' and ‘Power Up' Flagships in the Recovery and Resilience
Facility under NextGenerationEU
• Simplified rules for combining different funding streams
• Multiple incentives for private financing

Sustainable Products, Services and Assistance
Increasing capacity to prepare and implement renovation projects:

• from technical assistance to national and local authorities through
training and skills development for workers in new green jobs

Expanding the market for sustainable construction products and
services, for example:
• integration of new sustainable materials and nature-based
solutions

• revised legislation on marketing of construction products
• material reuse and recycling platforms, and recovery targets

Districts approaches uniting people and communities
Developing neighborhood-based approaches for
local communities to integrate renewable and
digital solutions and create zero-energy districts,
where consumers become prosumers selling
energy to the grid
The strategy also includes an Affordable
Housing Initiative for 100 districts

New European Bauhaus – Matching Style with
Sustainability
“The New Bauhaus is about bringing the European Green Deal closer to people's minds and
homes. And making tangible the comfort and attractiveness of sustainable living” – President
von der Leyen

What?
an interdisciplinary
project
a forum for discussion
a space for art and
culture an
experimentation lab
an accelerator
a hub for global
networks and experts
a contact point for
citizens interested in the
topic

Who?
Architects
Artists
Students
Scientists
Engineers
designers and
others who wish to
contribute

When?
First wave: 2021 onwards - For example five
Bauhaus projects, all focused on sustainability,
art and culture
Second wave 2023 - Bauhaus projects and
network in and outside Europe:
• Platform and creative spaces
• Bauhaus knowledge hub
• identifying technologies and materials
• using big data and artificial intelligence
• engaging with stakeholders
and citizens

Thank you
Gaspard Demur: Team Leader : Long-Term Renovation Strategies and Recovery
Contact: Gaspard.demur@ec.europa.eu
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Long Term Renovation Strategy
Flanders Region, Belgium
Roel Vermeiren, Renovation Strategy advisor, Vlaams Energie,
Flanders
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Pathways to 2050
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Long Term Renovation Strategy
Flanders Region
Belgium

FLEMISH BUILDING STOCK
13.522 km²
population > 6,5 million – 485 / km²
> 2,6 million buildings
RESIDENTIAL
3 million dwellings in 2,3 million buildings
= 13,7% of total energy use
Population grows older (share of + 65)

Housing stock

Goals 2050
Highly energy-efficient and sustainably heated homes

390
kWh/m²/yr

Tertiary building stock: carbon neutral
heating, hot water,
cooling, lighting

100
kWh/m²/jr

Key points residential buildings
Implement new incentives for deep renovation in the context of
transaction moments (purchase, heritage, rental):
Label premium and zero-interest renovation credit
Property tax reduction (deep renovation, extension to renovation
without a permit in preparation)

Unburdening and guidance (integrated energy houses –information
points (OSS), renovation coaches, translate strategy to a local level)
Further development housing passport (since 2019 available for free
for owners)
Further development Energy Performance Certificate EPC+ as an
advice tool for renovation of homes aligned with the long-term goal
2050. (EPC= obligatory by sales/rent)

Key points residential buildings
Make heating more sustainable (decision tree heating, city heating,
replacement ban fuel oil boiler, …).
Integrated win-win approach with the ‘asbestos-safe 2040’ (asbestos
certificate, incentive measures).

Sufficient attention for other effects of renovation (increase comfort,
added value home,…) to also encourage renovation besides key
moments
Research added value low-energy homes
Integration of home renovation & energy grants (medio 2022)
BENOvate campaign

Key points non-residential buildings
Further concretize long term goal carbon neutrality.
Implement obligation to renovate within 5 years after purchase of
large tertiary buildings.
Develop building passport to the example of the Flemish woningpas
(Housing passport).
EPC obligation large non-residential buildings (before 2025) + obliged
minimal energy prestation label from 2030.

Key points non-residential buildings
Exemplary function government buildings. From 2028 minimal
energy performance label. Government buildings of the Flemish
government must realize a yearly energy saving goal of 2,5% on
primary energy use from 2021.
Integrated win-win approach with the ‘asbestos-safe goal’ and the
‘asbestos-safe-commitment’ for public buildings by respectively
2034 and 2040 (exemplary function).

Goal 2050 homes: in figures
2020: 3,5 % of all homes =
label A (2021: 4,6%)
96,5% to renovate in 30
years
➢ 3% towards label A /year
➢ 100.000
Renovation in phases:
Renovation rate

Strategic options
Phasing out worst
performing

Use trigger points

Go for deeper
renovations

Renovation rate: 3 or 15%?
Needed ‘renovation rate’ varies with the depth of the
renovation carried out towards label A
1% = 30.000
3% = 90.000/year
15% = 450.000/year

Capacity construction sector also determines options

Trigger points potential
= Natural moments in life course residential building on which owners often are more
likely to choose for thorough renovation.
Especially the change of tenant or owner and a (highly increasing number of)
demolition followed by conversion offer great potential for deep renovation.
Making the most of this stable potential would get us going very well.

Key moments
Sale (1 X per 30 jaar)
Other transfers (heritage, donation)
Change of tenant (every 5 years)
Vacancy (estimation)
Renovation with permit
Deep renovation
Demolition and conversion

% of all homes/y
2.5%
1.0%
3.9 %
Does not apply
0.6%
0.1%
0,14%

Number/y
75.000
30.000
110.000
50.000
18.000
3.000
4.000

Trigger points potential
Transfer of property/
Change of tenants

Growth to
0,8%

0,9%

2,5%

0,4
%
Heritage
donation

0,6%

Incentives package for new
owners < 5 years

0,14
%

Demolition + Kloof
Change of
new
tenants

Targeted policy measures
necessary to realise full
potential

3,0%

1,0%

1%
Sale

3,9%

renovation
beside
trigger
points

- Zero-interest loan
goal

- Increased energy label
premium
- (property tax reduction)

Investments and jobs
Estimated at more than €200 billion
• €150 billion for residential buildings
• €57 billion for non-residential buildings
10 jobs per million euro investments
• Short-term growth up to > 30.000
• Challenge!

New policy instruments
‘started’
• Integrated premium for home renovation 2022
• Revolving fund with zero-interest loan with delayed payback
(max 20 years) for poor owners
• Tender for 20 renovation coaches (Spring 2021)
• Incentives for renovation after transfer of property
o Zero-interest renovation credit
o Increased premium based on energy label
o Property tax discount for reaching label A
o Premium Renovation master plan apartments
o Public - private fund for long-term co-ownership loans
• Measures for non-residential buildings

Zero interest loan for new buyers
Zero interest loans issued by private banks, on top of
regular loan, max 20 years
• Interest of additional loan is payed back as a grant, each
year
• Amounts aligned with investment needs LTRS goals
New owner after purchase,
donation or inheritance in full
ownership

House label E of F

Energy label to be proven after
5 years

label C label B label A

label B

label A

Maximum loan amount (in €)

30.000 45.000 60.000

30.000

45.000

The sole responsibility for the content of this presentation lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
Neither the EASME nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained

Apartement
label E, F of D

EPC label grant for all owners
EPC-Label grant
• On top of existing grants for energy savings measures
• Renovation of worst labels to C, B or A

EPC label before for the works

House label E of F

Energy label to be proven after 5
years

label C

EPC-label grant (in €)

2500

The sole responsibility for the content of this presentation lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union.
Neither the EASME nor the European Commission are responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained

label
label A
B
3750

5000

Appartement
label E, F of D

label B

label A

2500

3750

Green Deal – Renovation Wave
December 11, 2019 publication EU GREEN DEAL as the
EC’s development strategy for a fair, wealthy,
competitive and climate neutral society in 2050
One of the initiatives from this European Green Deal is
the so-called “Renovation Wave” which, by increasing
the renovation rate, can also lower the energy bill, help
reduce energy poverty and boost employment in the
construction sector.
Relance: €422 million additional EU/Flemish support for
renovation

Thanks!
MORE INFO
Full version of Long Term Renovation Strategy (English)
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/default/files/beflanders_ltrs_202
0_en.pdf

Roel.vermeiren@vlaanderen.be
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The Spanish Long-term Renovation
Strategy and the Recovery, Transformation
and Resilience Plan
Javier Martin, Residential and Land Managing Director,
Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda, Spain
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The Spanish Long-term
Renovation Strategy, and the
Recovery, Transformation and
Resilience Plan

April 2021

Fco. Javier Martín Ramiro

GENERAL DIRECTION FOR HOUSING AND LAND
GENERAL SECRETARY OF URBAN AGENDA AND HOUSING
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTS, MOBILITY ANDN URBAN AGENDA
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Long-term renewal strategy:
Enabling condition for receiving
European funds.

ERESEE 2014

ERESEE 2017

ERESEE 2020

Target: Housing to renovate PNIEC
Starting point
25,000 renovated homes/year

Goal: 2030
300,000 renovated homes/year

Accumulated goal of homes to
be renovated

Strategic Framework for Energy
and Climate.

Nivel
Internacional

European Union. 2015 PARIS AGREEMENT.
STRATEGIC ENERGY AND CLIMATE FRAMEWORK

Nivel
Nacional

DRAFT CLIMATE CHANGE LAW

ERESEE

National
Climate
Change
Adaptation
Plan

Fair
Transition
Strategy

Spanish
Circular
Economics
Strategy

State
Housing
Plan

PREE
Program

FAIR TRANSITION
STRATEGY

National Integrated
Energy and Climate Plan
(PNIEC)

National
Strategy
against
Energy
Poverty

Safe,
Sustainable
and
Connected
Mobility
Strategy

Long-term
strategy
2050

National
Energy
Efficiency
Fund

Spanish
Urban
Agenda

AGE Green
Public
Procurement
Plan

CTE
DBHE

RD 235

RITE

RD 244
AUTOCONSUMO

+ Plans, programmes and legislative measures at the regional and municipal level
Y sigue …

ERESEE Context: Goals Set in the
PNIEC

Cop21 (2015) Paris Agreement

Limit global warming below 2oC

21% reduction in
GHG emissions
Integrated national
energy and climate plan
PNIEC

ERESEE
CTE

42% share of
renewable energy

2030
74% renewable in electricity
generation

2020

2050

39.6% energy
efficiency
improvement

Energy dependence level from 74%
(2017) to 59%

Decarbonized
building
park

DIRECTIVE
(EU)
2018/8
44

Long Term Strategy for a Modern, Competitive and Climate-Neutral Spanish
Economy

ERESEE 2020. public participation.
October 2019
.

Development of thematic discussion days involving representatives from the various
sectors concerned

PUBLIC
PARTICIPATI
ON
October 2019

October 11
ENERGY VECTORS

Interminister
ial
Group

18 October
FINANCING AND
BUSINESS
MODELS
24 October
MUNICIPALITI
ES
MANAGEME
NT
30 October
TRAINING
AND
PROFICIENC
Y

https://gbce.es/eresee-2020/
December
2019

ERESEE 2020. participación
pública. Octubre 2019
Barriers detected 2017. Validity analysis

Climate
factors

Financing

Complex
park

Energy
poverty

Ownership
structure

Climate
diversity

Strategic
plans?

Urban
challenges

Integrated
perspective

Common
Works?

Renewable
potential

Accounting
rules

Regulation of ERESEE 2020 and
content.

initially

EU Directive 2012/27

The adoption of Eu Directive 2018/844

Article 2bis of Directive 2010/31/EU

What's new:
Evaluation and monitoring

Specific objective: to achieve a decarbonized building park in 2050.
Intermediate targets for 2030 and 2040
Policies and actions aimed at all public buildings.
It must address issues such as energy poverty, financing and tax incentives.
Consideration of other positive impacts, such as those that have an impact
on health.
A public consultation of the strategy should be done

It should include an analysis of the macroeconomic impact of rehabilitation
scenarios

ERESEE content

Diagnosis

Goals and scenarios

Implementation

ERESEE content

Diagnosis
Residential and
tertiary park Energy
consumption
Park rehabilitation evolution

Follow-up to previous strategies and measures

ERESEE 2020. diagnosis:
Follow-up of previous strategy
and measures. ERESEE 2017Axes

Coordination

Information
and society

Finance

Public renovation

Technical,
profesional
and business

Regulation

Panoramic view of the Spanish
residential stock
The Spanish, residential and tertiary stock has many deficiencies...
25.7 million homes (2019):
19.3 million principals and 6.4 million secondary and empty

Main problems of Spanish housing:
... 3.4 million homes in buildings of more than 4 floors without elevator..
... 1.8 million homes with conservation problems...
... 13.8 million, 60%, (9.8 main) prior to the first energy efficiency
regulation...

Source: MITMA from the 2011 Census

Building stock deficiencies

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING.
CURRENT SITUATION
Diversity in consumption from one climate zone to another, assuming differences of up
to 5 times between one zone and another ...
Distribution of the built stock

OPTIMIZATION OF ERESEE
2020 GOALS
Optimizing interventions on facilities

• In the period 2020-2030 the fundamental objectives are:
✓ Substitution of coal as an energy source in the residential sector and the practical elimination of LPG
and Diesel.
✓ Improving efficiency in heating systems that use biomass.
✓ Moderate increase in electricity
✓ Significant increase in percentage terms of solar thermal energy

OBJECTIVES LTE 2050
Residential building. LT Objective Scenario 2050 (Long Term Strategy for a Modern, Competitive and Climate Neutral
Spanish Economy) MITERD
Final energy consumption and savings

ERESEE:
Territorialize these objectives and
attribute it to the different segments
of the stock

The basic objective is the elimination of fossil fuels in the building sector by 2050.
Reduce energy consumption by 2050 in the residential sector by more than 64,000 GWh, reducing
current consumption by more than 30%, with the total electrification practice of the system.

PNIEC 2030 OBJECTIVES
Residential building. Target Scenario PNIEC 2030 (National Integrated Energy and Climate Plan –MITERD-)

• In the period 2020-2030 the fundamental objectives are:
✓ The renovation of the envelope of 1.2 million homes, with a cumulative saving of
final energy during the period of almost 800 ktep and an estimated total investment
of 10,223 million euros.
✓ Improving the efficiency of more than 3.5 million air conditioning and ACS facilities
(1 million centralized facilities and 2.65 million individual facilities), with a
cumulative final energy saving of nearly 4,000 ktep and an estimated total
investment of more than 12,208 million euros

OPTIMIZATION OF ERESEE
2020 GOALS
Optimizing performances on the envelope
Envelope

OPTIMIZATION OF ERESEE
2020 GOALS
Territorial optimization of the actions on the envelope.

OPTIMIZATION OF ERESEE
2020 GOALS
Design and selection of scenarios
A- Trend
B-Facilities only
C- Envelope + Facilities (Base)
D- Envelope + Facilities optimization enveloping path
E- Envelope + Facilities optimization homes to be rehabilitated
F- Envelope + Facilities D+E optimizations

Energy Results. Total savings by 2030

Energy Results. Annual savings accumulated by 2030

MICRO AND MACRO
ANALYSIS OF FUNDING
Micro analysis from the point of view of the citizen. Envelope performances.
Variety of situations. Need for flexibility and tailor-made design of households

MICRO AND MACRO ANALYSIS
OF FUNDING
Micro analysis from the point of view of the citizen. Envelope performances.
Analysis of the real potential of the capitalization of energy savings in Spain.

MICRO AND MACRO ANALYSIS
OF FUNDING
Micro analysis from the point of view of the citizen. Envelope performances.

Mixed funding schemes with public aid, energy savings, etc.

MICRO AND MACRO ANALYSIS
OF FUNDING
Macroeconomic analysis:
Impacts on GDP, employment, public administration accounts, household energy bills, etc.

Variación en el PIB (M€) en el periodo 2021-2030.

Variación en el empleo (miles de personas) 2021-2030.

MICRO AND MACRO ANALYSIS
OF FUNDING
Macroeconomic analysis (2):
Impact on public accounts 2021-2030 (revenue).

Impact on public accounts 2021-2030 (expenses).

Change in disposable income of households by quintiles of rent by 2030

11 AXLES AND MEASURES
ERESEE 2020
Coordination

Regulation

Public stock

Private finance Energy poverty Energy model

Offer

Info & Society

Follow-up

Public finance

Demand

RENOVATION WAVE
Renovation Wave: Publicada Octubre 2020

Lines of action and purposes contained in the Commission's strategy called
Renovation Wave:
Gradual introduction of mandatory minimum energy efficiency standards for
existing buildings,
Updating the standards for the certification of energy efficiency, and an extension
of rehabilitation requirements for public sector buildings, so that the Commission
intends to extend the annual renewal obligation established for central
administrations, at all levels of administration.
Ensure accessible and well-targeted funding, with simplified rules to
combine different funding flows and multiple incentives for private
financing

RENOVATION WAVE

Renovation Wave: Publicada Octubre 2020

Increase capacity to prepare and implement rehabilitation projects, from
technical assistance to national and local authorities to training and skills
development for workers in new green jobs
Develop neighborhood-based approaches and a broader view than the building,
donate local communities integrate renewable solutions, enhance digitization,
create zero-energy districts
The Commission has simultaneously published with this strategy a
Recommendation for Member States to address energy poverty, support
human health and well-being and reduce their energy bills

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN

•

The framework of energy and climate policy in Spain is determined by its membership of the European Union, which,
in turn, is conditioned by a global context.

•

Within this context, the Renovation Wave stands out, an opportunity to improve the quality of life and the
habitability of the housing stock, betting on a comprehensive approach that improves the energy efficiency of
buildings and the integration of renewable energy sources; creating jobs in new sectors of activity, helping the
recovery of the economy as a whole due to the countercyclical nature of investments.
30

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
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RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
Component 2 – Implementation of the Spanish Urban Agenda: urban renewal and building renovation plan

MAIN GOALS

•

Promote the implementation of the Spanish Urban Agenda and, specifically, the energy renovation
activity with an integral vision, as a key element in the fulfillment of the European and national
commitments in the field of energy, climate and digitization and in the reactivation of the sector of
construction and real estate.

•

In order to achieve the energy efficiency objectives of reducing emissions, this program will allow to
increase the scale in the number of renovation actions.

•

This plan has enormous potential, both due to the age and conservation conditions of the building
park, as well as its ability to create jobs.

In line with the UE guidelines, this component consists not only of investment or aid lines,
but also includes various structural reforms.

COMPONENT
CONTENT

Both reforms and investments are associated with a series of milestones or dates that measure their
degree of progress. The Commission will assess that we have met these milestones within the
established deadlines and, based on this, it will authorize the promised money disbursements.

6 REFORMS

6 INVESTMENTS
32

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
Component 2 – Implementation of the Spanish Urban Agenda: urban renewal and building renovation plan

6 REFORMS

6 INVESTMENTS

C2.R1. Implementation of the Spanish
Urban Agenda

C2.I1. Renovation program for economic
and social recovery in residential areas

C2.R2. Long-term Strategy for Energy
Renovation in the Building Sector in
Spain (ERESEE) and its action plan

C2.I2. Construction of social homes for
rent in efficient buildings

C2.R3. Housing Law
C2.R4. Law of Architecture and Quality
of the Built Environment
C2.R5. Renovation Offices (“one-stopshop”)
C2.R6. Improvement of the financing of
renovation actions

C2.I3. Building energy renovation
program (PREE)
C2.I4. Energy transition program and
demographic challenge
C2.I5. Sustainable and digital renovation
program for public buildings
C2.I6. Aid program for the development
of pilot projects of local action plans of
the Spanish Urban Agenda
33

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
Component 2 – Implementation of the Spanish Urban Agenda: urban renewal and building renovation plan

6 REFORMS
C2.R1. Implementation of the
Spanish Urban Agenda

The Spanish Urban Agenda constitutes a strategic document that seeks to achieve sustainability in
urban development policies. The implementation of the AUE is approached from two perspectives:
i) The implementation of the actions included in its action plan for the AGE and ii) The
implementation of the local action plans of the AUE.

C2.R2. Long-term Strategy for
Energy Renovation in the
Building Sector in Spain
(ERESEE) and its action plan

This Strategy responds to compliance with the European Directive to support the renovation of its
national parks of residential and non-residential buildings, both public and private, and
decarbonized before 2050, with almost zero energy consumption.

C2.R3. Housing Law

The future State Law for the Right to Housing constitutes the State's response to its obligation,
within the framework of its constitutional powers, to protect the right to access and enjoy decent
and adequate housing.
34

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
Component 2 – Implementation of the Spanish Urban Agenda: urban renewal and building renovation plan

6 REFORMS
C2.R4. Law of Architecture and
Quality of the Built
Environment

It seeks to declare the quality of Architecture and the built environment as a good of general
interest to improve people's quality of life, promote the social rooting of architecture, favor the
sustainable development of the territory and urban centers, contribute to development economic
and social and protect and safeguard the cultural and natural heritage.

C2.R5. Renovation Offices
(“one-stop-shop”)

Boost to the Renovation Offices that will serve as a "one-stop-shop" to facilitate the management of
aid, financing and taxation, accompanying the entire renovation process.

C2.R6. Improvement of the
financing of renovation actions

Measures aimed at:
• Encourage the application of public-private collaboration formulas that serve to facilitate the
financing of investments, incorporating, where appropriate, increases in urban use.
• Promote "turnkey" models that allow managing both public and private financing
• Implementing ICO guarantee lines to guarantee credits for renovation
• Modify the regulatory framework of the Horizontal Property Law to strengthen legal security for
the granting of loans to communities of owners.
35

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
Component 2 – Implementation of the Spanish Urban Agenda: urban renewal and building renovation plan

6 INVESTMENTS
C2.I1. Renovation program for economic and social recovery in residential
areas

MITMA

C2.I2. Construction of social homes for rent in efficient buildings

MITMA

C2.I3. Building energy renovation program (PREE)

MITERD

C2.I4. Energy transition program and demographic challenge

MITERD

C2.I5. Sustainable and digital renovation program for public buildings

MITMA

C2.I6. Aid program for the development of pilot projects of local
action plans of the Spanish Urban Agenda

MITMA

TOTAL: 6.320 M€
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RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
C2.I1. Renovation program for economic and social recovery in residential areas

NEIGHBOURHOODS

This investment includes 3 different lines of action that are detailed below:

A

Program of actions at the neighbourhood level

• Large-scale urban regeneration and renewal operations, in neighbourhoods or areas delimited according to their income level, with a
comprehensive and integrated renovation approach:
a) External Renovation.
b) Use of renewable energies in heating, air conditioning, refrigeration installations, etc.
c) Electricity generation technologies using renewable sources in the building.

d) Improvement of the energy efficiency of common areas
e) Infrastructures associated with electric mobility.
f) Digitization actions
e) Improvement of the accessibility of the building.
f) Conservation: removal of asbestos

• These actions will be accompanied by others for the integrated transformation of the urban environment (lighting, pedestrianisation, rehabilitation
of parks, sustainable drainage systems, etc.).
• Public-private partnership will be promoted, which will make it possible to partially finance the investments through urban development projects.
37

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
C2.I1. Renovation program for economic and social recovery in residential areas

Edificabilidad
0,93 m2/m2

1,15 m2/m2

BARRIOS

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
C2.I1. Renovation program for economic and social recovery in residential areas
B

Comprehensive Building renovation program

• Aid programs for the comprehensive renovation of
buildings, including, as in the previous case, the
improvement of energy efficiency, renewable energies, the
promotion of conservation, the improvement of the safety
of use and digitization in homes .
• Actions on complete buildings will be prioritized, although in
addition the renovation of certain building elements such as
windows will be supported.

• Public-private collaboration mechanisms for the
management of energy savings and the potential inclusion
of additional urban uses. For example, through "turnkey"
projects in collaboration with the private sector that
promote and facilitate the management, execution and
financing of projects.
• To favor the planning of the renovation in phases, a Program
to promote the "Existing Building Book" and digitization will
be organized.

C
c.1

BUILDINGS

Creation of a favourable environment for the activity
Taxation framework

Fiscal measures will promote energy renovation and achieve the strategic goals:
• Deduction in personal income tax (IRPF) of the amounts invested in renovation works: It will
allow to promote the renovation activity linked to a energy efficiency improvements.

c.2

Financing framework

• Encourage the application of public-private collaboration formulas that serve to facilitate the financing of
investments, incorporating, where appropriate, increases in urban use.
• Promote "turnkey" models that in collaboration with the private sector promote and facilitate the
management, execution and financing of projects, in which the applicants can be both owners and
neighborhood communities as well as companies and professionals.
• Implementing ICO financing lines to guarantee credits for renovation
• Modify the regulatory framework of the Horizontal Property Law to strengthen legal security for the
granting of loans to multifamily residential buildings.
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C2.I1. Renovation program for economic and social recovery in residential areas

Transformationof three buildings in Bordeaux
Architects: Lacaton&Vassal
530 renovated homes + 8 newhomes
44,210 m2+ 23,500 m2of extensions
(41.6 m2of average extension per dwelling)
Cost: 28.4 M

BUILDINGS

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
C2. I2. Social rental housing construction program in energy-efficient buildings
The investment aims to substantially increase the supply of affordable rental housing, favoring the application of public-private
mechanisms, for the construction of socially rented housing in energy-efficient buildings on publicly owned or privately owned land.
MITERD

C2.I3. Building energy renovation program (PREE)
As an “advance” of the previous investment, in this case specifically in the field of improving energy efficiency, this program, already in
operation, consists of promoting the energy renovation of existing residential buildings and other uses, through saving actions and
energy efficiency and the incorporation of renewable energies, which reduce final energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions.
MITERD

C2.I4. Energy transition program and demographic challenge
•

Aid program for public and private low-carbon economy projects in municipalities with less than 5,000 inhabitants, which is part of
the framework defined by the National Strategy for Demographic Challenge.

•

The Plan shares the global objectives of the Strategy but focuses on promoting green investments, improving the energy efficiency
of buildings, equipment and public infrastructures, generating and consuming renewable energies in general and, in particular, of
the self-consumption and local energy communities, guaranteeing the participation of small municipalities in the deployment of
the infrastructure for charging and boosting the electric vehicle.

RECOVERY, TRANSFORMATION
AND RESILIENCE PLAN
C2.I5. Sustainable and digital rehabilitation program for PUBLIC BUILDINGS

WHY ISIT NECESSARY?

• High % of public building presents important energy deficiencies
• Spanish strategies (national climate plan and long term renovation strategy) extend to
regions & municipalities the
mandatory annual 3%
• In the Spanish Public Administration, public buildings are been already renovated but
there is not a unique plan.
WHICH IS THE

GOAL?

• Unique action plan establishing unique criteria and monitoring.
• It is boosted thanks to the Recovery Facility, but under a more ambitious goal, looking at
2050.
• A step further
WHAT IS

PLANNED?

C2.I4. Regions
and municipalities.
2- coordinated
programs
for the sustainable and digital renovation of public buildings of:
-

C11. Central Administration.

Many public
building stock
was built
before 1979
(1sr isolation
regulation in
our country)

Determined
commitment
to move from
theory to
practice
Work is being
done on
technical and
strategic
definition of
the plan
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C2.I5. Sustainable and digital rehabilitation program for PUBLIC BUILDINGS

SCOPE OF RENOVATIONS

Renovation under INTEGRAL APPROACH, in adition to the main target
(energy savings)

PASSIVE SOLUTION
Solar control, facade
insulation system, etc

DIGITIZATION -

RENOVATION REQUIREMENTS

ACCESIBILITY

SALUBRITY
Asbestos, air
quality, etc

Public buildings:
• Educational
• Health
• Assistential
• Administrative
• Others

CONSERVATION
Financial
SUSTAINABILITY
Space optimization
QUALITY AND
INNOVATION of
constructive
systems

FIRE PROTECTION

ELECTRO MOBILITY

LIGHTING
ENERGY

WATER
SAVINGS

HVAC CONFORT
SECURITY
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C2.I6. Development of PILOT PROJECTS of local action plans of the SPANISH URBAN AGENDA

Spanish Urban Agenda (AUE):
• strategic and non-regulatory document to incorporate sustainability into the field of urban
development policies.
• working method to guide all stakeholders
• A National Urban Policy that needs to be implemented by Local Administration
• Required by the Urban Agenda for the European Union and the New Leipzig Charter.
• More than 30 pilot projects have identified by the Ministry for the Spanish Urban Agenda
between Municipalities and Provinces as Action plans (cities strategies) for the Agenda
• Municipalities having a pilot project will be considered positively to apply investment in the
specific projects of the recovery fund.
https://www.aue.gob.es/en
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Deep-dive into policy strategies to boost building renovation

Tracking provincial policies and performance
on energy efficiency
Efficiency Canada’s annual Scorecard & policy
database
April 19, 2021

Purpose
What is the Scorecard?

• Transparent, evidence-based assessment of provincial energy efficiency
frameworks

• Tracks outcome and policy metrics, updated annually
Objectives

• Benchmark and share best practices
• Promote friendly competition among provinces

What’s Included?
Energy Efficiency Programs

Buildings
40

Program savings

18

Program spending

10

Equity and inclusion programs

4

Energy savings targets

8

Enabling Policies

17

Financing and market creation

6

Research and development

3

Training and professionalization

4

Grid modernization

4

19

Building codes and code compliance

12

Energy rating and disclosure
Appliance and equipment market
transformation

4

Transportation

3

17

Personal vehicle transportation

8

Transport electrification infrastructure

7

Active transportation

2

Industry

7

Support for energy management

4

Energy management systems

3

Policy Database
Companion to Scorecard

• Contains range of policy info
• Compare, contrast, inform
• View by policy area or province
• Available at:
https://database.efficiencycanada.org

Provincial Scores
Programs
(40 pts)

Enabling
(17 pts)

Buildings
(19 pts)

Transport
(17 pts)

Industry
(7 pts)

TOTAL
(100 pts)

British Columbia

10

12

16

14

6

58

2(-)

Quebec

11

11

7

17

6

52

3 (+1)

Nova Scotia

20

9

10

5

6

49

4 (-1)

Ontario

13

11

11

6

5

45

5 (+2)

Prince Edward Island

21

4

5

7

1

37

6 (-1)

Manitoba

10

4

5

4

6

29

7 (+1)

New Brunswick

8

7

2

6

4

27

8 (-2)

Alberta

3

6

6

5

6

24

9 (+1)

Newfoundland and Labrador

7

4

4

2

1

17

10 (-1)

Saskatchewan

2

4

5

2

5

17

Rank

Province

1(-)

* Scores rounded to nearest whole number. Totals might not sum due to rounding.

First tier (50-59pts)
Strengths

1

British
Columbia
(58pts)

•
“A Winning Policy
Model”

•

•
2

Quebec
(52pts)

“Efficiency to power
industry &
electrification”

•

Building code
& compliance
Efficient, lowcarbon heating

Transport
electrification
Industrial
energy
management

Opportunities

•
•

•
•

Financing

Building energy
ratings

Energy poverty
Electricity
savings

Buildings
Buildings account for:

• 17% of Canada’s GHG emissions
• 28% of potential energy savings by 2050
(IEA/NRCAN)
‘Energy efficiency case’

• Stringent building codes, new and existing
• Performance standards & labelling
• Deep retrofits, heat pumps, passive heating/cooling

Buildings (Scorecard 2021)
Building
Codes

Code
Compliance

Workforce
Development

Professionalization

Performance
Standards

Step / tiered
codes

Studies

Studies

Licensing &
certification

Performance
standards

Retrofit
codes

Utility
involvement

Strategies

Integration
w/ programs

Rating and
reporting

Update
plans

Technical
assistance

Diversity &
inclusion

Incentives

Public
disclosure

An innovative approach to retrofits
With ambitious approach, Canada could retrofit 100% of existing
buildings over 15 years for $40b / yr
Facilitating innovation in materials, policy and implementation is key,
and will facilitate electrification in other areas
Requires a bold, inspirational ‘Mission’, with clear direction, ambitious
but realistic targets, cross-sector in nature, open to bottom-up solutions

QUESTIONS?
James Gaede, Ph.D (Senior Research Associate)
james.gaede@efficiencycanada.org

SESSION 2
Strategies and initiatives from British
Columbia
Katherine Muncaster, Director, Energy Efficiency Branch,
British Columbia Ministry of Energy, Mines and Low Carbon
Innovation
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British Columbia’s
Clean Buildings Strategy
Katherine Muncaster
Director, Energy Efficiency Branch
B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Low Carbon Innovation

Canada-EU Workshop on Energy Efficiency
April 20, 2021

BC Climate Action in Context

Provincial GHG Targets

• BC legislated GHG reduction targets (from 2007 baseline):
• 40% by 2030
• 60% by 2040
• 80% by 2050 (soon to be net-zero)

• NEW: 2030 sectoral target for buildings and communities set at 59% to 64%

Clean Buildings Strategy

Key Pillars
1. Research, development and
demonstration
2. Energy information
3. Financial incentives
4. Industry training
5. Codes and standards

Research and Demonstration
Building Innovation Fund
• Funding streams for research, commercialization and demonstration
• Helps reduce cost and improve functionality
• More economic benefits for BC
• Two intakes to date, two more budgeted
• Example recipients:
• A northern BC builder designing prefabricated Passive House building assemblies
• A demonstration program for deep retrofits in social housing
• Retrofit decision assistance tool for commercial building owners
High Performance Window Certification Program
• Incentives to manufacturers to design, test and certify new high performance window
products to ENERGY STAR Most Efficient designation or Passive House Institute
Certifiable Component criteria

RD&D
Energy Information
Incentives
Industry Training
Codes & Standards

Energy Labelling

• Fall 2020 commitment to mandatory energy labelling at time of sale for homes

New vs Existing Buildings

• New buildings are key for 2050 target – slow to impact total GHGs
• Deep reductions in energy use are feasible
• Fuel switching is complementary
• Existing buildings are key for 2030 and 2050 target
• Fuel switching is a priority
• Energy efficiency (building envelope) is complementary

New Buildings
Large, complex buildings (Part 3)

•
•
•
•

Low-rise buildings (Part 9)

Step Code: Voluntary adoption by municipalities (majority of population now covered)
Better Homes New Construction program offers incentives for higher steps, and for heat pumps
Coming soon: optional GHG requirements
Regulatory commitment for BC Building Code (base code):
• Following along the Steps
• Achieve Net-Zero Energy-Ready (80% reduction) by 2032

Existing Buildings

Source: Integral Group 2021, Building Electrification Roadmap

Source: Integral Group 2021, Building Electrification Roadmap

Better Homes and Better
Buildings Programs
Better Homes
• Rebates for clean fuel-switching and
energy efficiency in fossil-fuel heated
homes and buildings
• Partnering with 21 local governments
who provide top-up funding
• Integrated with utility offers single
website
• Served by the BC Energy Coach
Better Buildings
• Energy study funding and $/t incentives
for commercial and institutional buildings
• Prescriptive incentives and coach for
smaller buildings

RD&D
Energy Information
Incentives
Industry Training
Codes & Standards

Tools

Energy Coach and Decision Assistance Platform

RD&D
Energy Information
Incentives
Industry Training
Codes & Standards

Challenges & Opportunities

• Challenge: Heat pump fuelswitching program
participation slow to rampup
• Barriers: low consumer
awareness; lack of
contractor familiarity; low
cost of natural gas relative to
electricity
• Opportunity: consumer and
contractor engagement
• Opportunity: higher
efficiency heat pumps

Relative Costs of NG Furnaces to Electric Heat Pumps Based on Efficiency

Program Registered Contractors

• Developing best practice installation
training & certification for retrofit
trades
• Building a network of qualified
retrofit contractors
• Subsidizing key courses (tuition and
time)
• Use of registered contractors will be
mandatory for access to incentives

RD&D
Energy Information
Incentives
Industry Training
Codes & Standards

Future Commitments

• BC Building Code – Existing Buildings
– New standards for building upgrades developed by 2024
• Energy Efficiency Standards Regulations
– New energy efficiency standards for space heaters,
water heaters and residential windows between 202225
– Aspiration goal from Energy Mines and Ministers’
Conference: COP>1 by 2035 (heat pump technology)

Questions?
katherine.muncaster@gov.bc.ca
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SESSION 2
Closing remarks
Gaspard Demur, Team Leader for National Renovation
Strategies and Recovery, DG Energy, European Commission
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Stay tuned for our upcoming
webinar: Supporting local
action
May 2021 (Date TBD)
www.bpie.eu
Follow us:

